
MATRIX MONITOR
Friday October 8, 2021

Welcome to Next5’s weekly digest – emerging technology news and
analysis to keep you on your game and ready for what’s Next

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features the latest on Apple’s rise in gaming, the
Space Force’s plans to address anti-satellite weapons, the challenges of human/AI

collaboration, China’s new ethical guidelines governing AI, wireless laser beam
technology to power 5G base stations, the developmental digital dollar, Chinese space
tourism, passenger permits for driverless vehicles in California, and a bill to overhaul

and improve federal cybersecurity policies.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS:
→ CSET released a new tool this week called the CSET Map of Science which tracks
citations from around the world in various emerging technology areas. Using a merged
corpus of more than 260 million scientific documents, CSET clustered research based on
citation links and mapped the clusters spatially using those linkages. The resulting Map provides
a visual representation of the landscape of science, with detailed information on more than
123,000 clusters of research including 130M scientific papers. Next5 participated in the beta
testing. CSET

→ DHS and NIST released new guidance on quantum readiness this week. Specifically
they released a roadmap to help organizations protect their data and systems and to reduce
risks  related to the advancement of quantum computing technology. Additionally, DHS stood up
a new site for quantum resources: DHS.gov/quantum. The website includes (but is not limited
to) the joint roadmap, background information on quantum information systems (QIS), guidance
on quantum encryption standards, and FAQs. DHS

→ Risk expert Lisa Sisson launched her new book Risk Starts and Ends with People:
Demystifying Risk for Leaders and Executives, this week. Her book explains how leaders
should manage risk without fear and empower teams to not be afraid of failure so they can
succeed. Next5 CEO Bryan Ware wrote the forward where he covered his experience working
with Lisa over years of risk analysis and management. Get your copy here: Amazon

→ October is Cybersecurity Awareness Month and this week Next5 attended events at
the Billington Cybersecurity Summit, CyberSatGov, and Mandiant Cybersecurity Defense
Summit. Follow us on Twitter to see what we heard from General Nakasone, NCD Chris Inglis,
Former Director Krebs, Bryan Ware, and many other experts - @Next5Inc

Other highlights in the news:
● Russian hackers haven't backed off, administration official acknowledges - The

Washington Post
● TSA to impose cybersecurity mandates on major rail and subway systems The

Washington Post
● Biden Administration to Impose Cyber Requirements on ‘High-Risk’ Rail Transit

Systems WSJ
● US poised to go after contractors who don't report breaches - ABC News
● TSA to issue regulations to secure rail, aviation groups against cyber threats

The Hill
● TSA to issue regulations to secure rail, aviation groups against cyber threats

National Cybersecurity News
● TSA Launching Cybersecurity Requirements for Rail, Aviation Bloomberg

Government
● US poised to go after contractors who don’t report breach Seattle Times
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DIGITALIZATION
→ Apple doesn’t make video games, but has nonetheless become one of the world’s
largest gaming companies. The key is the App Store, where the company sells and distributes
thousands of games by other companies and developers, from Epic Games’s “Fortnite'' to
Tencent’s “Honor of Kings”—and takes a 30% cut of sales. Apple raked in more profits from
games than Xbox maker Microsoft, gaming giants Nintendo and Activision Blizzard, and
PlayStation maker Sony combined in its fiscal year 2019. The company’s operating profits from
games that year totaled $8.5B, exceeding the other four companies’ combined gaming
operating incomes in the same period. Apple’s dominance, however, is under threat as many
digital activities could take place inside of games in the coming years. Its position as the
gatekeeper to the gaming economy places it at odds with Facebook, Microsoft, and “Fortnite''
maker Epic Games as each company prepares for the next frontier in technology: virtual reality.

#DIG #USA #CHN WSJ

→ A technical mistake caused a global outage Monday, October 4, that left more than
2.9B internet users unable to access Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, and other tools.
The roughly six-hour disruption, which was the largest in the company’s history, arose when
Facebook was trying to do routine maintenance related to how internet data routes back and
forth through its network systems. The outage had widespread and global ripple effects. It cut off
essential communication in some areas of the world, upended e-commerce in some countries,
and hampered some small businesses. It was also a cause for reflection about the extent to
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which Facebook and its platforms are woven into global connectivity. The scale and complexity
required to operate and maintain such a network, and the extent to which its infrastructure is
managed and controlled by one company, can lead to circumstances in which small errors can
have outsize impact. It is still unclear why Facebook’s backup network failed on Monday. This
network is designed to be separate from the rest of Facebook and was supposed to provide
engineers with a way to fix systems remotely within minutes when they go down. #DIG #USA
#SCRM WSJ

→ The U.S. Army wants tactical
intelligence pertinent to a soldier’s
mission to pop up on a transparent
visor attached to their helmet, no
hands required. In March, as we
previously reported, it announced a deal
to build such a system using Microsoft’s
HoloLens technology. This could, over
the course of a decade, cost a
staggering $21.9B. The Army has
dubbed the kit IVAS (Integrated Visual
Augmentation System). AR text and graphics guide soldiers through unfamiliar terrain, highlight
the whereabouts of friendly forces, and mark the enemy’s known and suspected positions. The
headsets will also employ facial-recognition technology to append information on possible
persons of interest who come into view. But the use of AR of any sort in combat will introduce
risks. Designers must identify the point at which further visual augmentation will lead to
confusing information overload—and what happens in training may not mirror the messiness of
real battle. An imprecise data overlay could lead to a blunder. And if an AR system proves
hackable, soldiers could be tricked by the enemy, with grim consequences. #DIG #USA The
Economist

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ The NRO in the coming months is expected to launch the Electro-Optical Commercial
Layer (EOCL) program—an open competition for satellite imagery products. A final
request for proposals is being reviewed by the Defense Department and the U.S. Intelligence
Community; it should be released before the end of the year. Under this new imagery
procurement, the NRO plans to buy products from multiple vendors and move beyond the
current single-supplier arrangement that the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency signed
more than a decade ago with DigitalGlobe, which is now Maxar Technologies. The NRO is
expected to select at least three U.S. suppliers and structure the program with onramps for new
providers. The agency also will require vendors to sign “end user license agreements” so
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imagery can be shared across government agencies without additional licensing fees. #SAT
#USA Space News

→ A classified discussion later this month between Space Force officials and defense
contractors will focus on early-warning satellites and how to make future systems more
resistant to anti-satellite weapons. The Space Force also has to start planning the next
generation of space sensors to defend the United States and allies against Chinese hypersonic
weapons. The discussion will be an attempt to bring the private sector into early deliberations on
what capabilities the Space Force will need in the coming years. According to the Space
Warfighting Analysis Center, at least 110 companies have registered to attend, a mix of
traditional defense contractors and new space companies. #SAT #USA #CHN Space News

→ Zhejiang Geely Holding Group has started manufacturing satellites to create a
high-precision navigation network that will guide self-driving cars. Mass production has
begun in Taizhou, Zhejiang Province, marking an entry by China's largest privately owned
automaker into a field long dominated by the military. Geely plans to create a network of low
earth orbit satellites that will send precise positioning information to self-driving cars—annual
production is targeted at 500 units. U.S. private-sector companies have made significant strides
in the space business, especially when it comes to collaborations with the automotive industry.
Against this backdrop, Geely apparently saw entering the satellite business as a must for
expanding its global automobile operation. The company’s founder and Chairman Li Shufu also
serves in China's National People's Congress. Li is considered close to Chinese President Xi
Jinping, since Geely is headquartered in Zhejiang Province, where Xi once served as party
secretary. #SAT #AUT #CHN #USA Nikkei

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ In a new study, MIT researchers sought to find out how well humans could play the
cooperative card game Hanabi with an advanced AI model. In single-blind experiments,
participants played two series of the game: One with the AI agent as their teammate, and the
other with a bot manually programmed to play in a predefined way. The results surprised the
researchers. Not only were the scores no better with the AI teammate than with the bot, but
humans consistently found their AI teammate to be unpredictable, unreliable, and untrustworthy.
They felt negatively even when the team scored well. Humans hating their AI teammates could
be of concern for researchers designing this technology to one day work with humans on real
challenges—like defending from missiles or performing complex surgery. The researchers think
that the ability for the AI to explain its actions will engender trust. This will be the focus of their
work for the next year. #AI #USA TechXplore

→ AI could be key in helping scientists identify the next animal virus capable of infecting
humans. According to a study published in the journal PLoS Biology, a Glasgow-based team
devised a genomic model that could “retrospectively or prospectively predict the probability that
viruses will be able to infect humans.” The group developed machine learning models to single
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out candidate zoonotic viruses (viruses that are transmitted between species from animals to
humans) using signatures of host range encoded in viral genomes. By identifying high-risk
viruses and conducting further investigation, they said predictions could aid in the growing
imbalance between the rapid pace of virus discovery and research needed to comprehensively
evaluate risk. #AI #BIO #GBR New York Post

→ China has revealed its first set of ethical guidelines governing artificial intelligence.
The guidelines, published by China’s Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), emphasize
protecting user rights and preventing risks in ways that align with Beijing’s goals of reining in Big
Tech’s influence and becoming the global AI leader by 2030. The document titled “New
Generation Artificial Intelligence Ethics Specifications” outlines six basic principles for AI
systems, including ensuring that they are “controllable and trustworthy.” The other principles are
improving human well-being, promoting fairness and justice, protecting privacy and safety, and
raising ethical literacy. The guidelines also forbid AI products and services from engaging in
illegal activities and severely endangering national security, public security, or manufacturing
security. In 2017, China’s State Council set out an ambitious plan to leapfrog the U.S. to
become the global leader in AI. The first phase of the plan, which gives the government a
leading role, specified that the domestic industry should keep pace with leading AI technology,
applications, ethical guidelines, and policy frameworks by 2020. The next goal is to have major
AI breakthroughs by 2025 and to become the leading country in the field by the end of the
decade. #AI #CHN #USA SCMP

→ Former Google CEO and billionaire Eric Schmidt said on October 5 that he is
launching the Special Competitive Studies Project (SCSP)—a national initiative to
recommend ways to strengthen U.S. capabilities in AI and other emerging technologies. The
bipartisan board of directors is to include Robert Work, former Deputy Secretary of Defense
during the Obama administration and co-chair of the National Security Commission on Artificial
Intelligence (NSCAI); Nadia Schadlow, principal author of the 2017 National Security Strategy
and a former Deputy National Security Adviser for strategy in the Trump administration; Michèle
Flournoy, former Undersecretary of Defense for Policy in the Obama administration; and Mac
Thornberry, a former chairman and ranking member of the House Armed Services Committee
who served as a Republican representative from Texas. NSCAI’s final report, released in March,
detailed steps required to ensure the U.S. is “AI-ready” by 2025, including a call for doubling AI
research and development funding annually to reach $32B per year by fiscal year 2026 and
recommending several steps to drive technology adoption efforts. Schmidt co-chaired NSCAI
with Work. #AI #USA Defense Daily

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Ericsson is claiming a world-first in a proof-of-concept that used laser beam
technology to power a 5G base station completely wirelessly, without any electric grid
connection or on-site power generation. The demo took place in Seattle and used optical
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beaming with partner PowerLight Technologies. Laser-based optical beaming technology
converts electricity into high-intensity light that is captured and transformed to electricity at the
radio base station to power it wirelessly. Part of the aim is to address a major challenge in
deploying new cell sites—getting power to the sites by connecting to the electric grid. Access to
power and the related process can be
time consuming and costly, or difficult
because of location or geography,
particularly as networks become more
distributed. The partners said it marks a
major milestone as they look toward
next generations where the product
could transmit kilowatts of energy over
long distances.

#5G #USA #SWE Fierce Wireless

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ Google is abandoning plans to pitch bank accounts to its users, marking a retreat
from an effort to make the tech giant a bigger name in finance. The company announced
almost two years ago that users of its Google Pay digital wallet would be able to sign up for
enhanced checking accounts and debit cards at a handful of financial institutions large and
small, including Citigroup and Stanford Federal Credit Union. The new offerings, called Plex
accounts, would sync with Google Pay, carry both Google and bank branding, and provide a
digital dashboard of where and how users spent and saved. Plex was billed as a new way to
bank, with an emphasis on simplicity and financial wellness and without monthly or overdraft
fees. But a series of missed deadlines, along with the April departure of the Google Pay
executive who championed the project, prompted Google to pull the plug on Plex. #DIG WSJ

→ The first phase of a multi-year research project between the Boston Federal Reserve
and MIT on the technology that could be used for a digital dollar is nearly done. According
to Jim Cunha, a senior vice president with the Boston Fed, the initial findings from the research
will include open-sourced code that could serve as a potential model for a central bank digital
currency, or CBDC. It will also focus on the system's ability to handle tens of thousands of
transactions per second. The research, dubbed "Project Hamilton," will look at the technical
challenges that need to be addressed when building a CBDC. #FIN #USA Reuters

→ Bricks-and-mortar crypto exchanges, like Canadian store Coin Nerds, allow
customers to walk in and purchase various cryptocurrencies with cash, a credit card, or
a bank transfer. The stores teach new customers how different digital currencies work and
guide them through the process of setting up a digital wallet that the investor controls via an
app. A staffed crypto exchange with an open-door policy means customers can speak to
someone almost immediately if they have a problem; online exchanges, by contrast, have been
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criticized for being slow to respond to customers’ complaints. The physical nature of real-life
storefronts also engenders trust in those skeptical of the largely unregulated crypto industry,
which has become a hotbed for scams. Separately, Crypto ATMs, which let users buy and sell
cryptocurrencies using a bank card or cash, offer consumers another touchpoint with currencies
that can’t be touched. Some 200 crypto ATMs are in operation in El Salvador, which last month
became the first country to adopt bitcoin as legal tender. And while more than 24K crypto ATMs
are in operation across the U.S, walk-in exchanges are still uncommon. #CAN #SLV #USA WSJ

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ A Chinese launch company is aiming to
provide rides to space for tourists as soon as
2024, apparently drawing inspiration from the
exploits of Blue Origin. CAS Space, a commercial
spinoff from the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(CAS), is already developing rockets for commercial
satellite launches and announced in August that it
wants to send people up into space, albeit briefly.
CAS Space is working on a single-stage reusable
rocket that would take as many as seven passengers on a 10-minute ride up above the Kármán
line at 62 miles (100 kilometers), which is generally held to be the boundary between Earth’s
atmosphere and outer space. While sharing similarities with Blue Origin’s New Shephard,
differences include using five "Xuanyuan" kerosene-liquid oxygen engines in contrast to a single
BE-3 liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen engine on Blue Origin’s rocket. The company aims to carry
out its first demonstration flight in 2022. A full suborbital test flight would follow in 2023 with
suborbital tourism services beginning in 2024. #AER #USA #CHN Space

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ Oxford Nanopore seeks to cut the cost and time of gene analysis using a technology
called nanopore sequencing. Nanopore sequencing employs designated versions of proteins
that open holes in cell membranes to allow ions in and out. These proteins punch holes in a
membrane separating two chambers filled with liquid, and an electrical current is applied. The
DNA to be sequenced is then fed through the hole. Nanopore sequencing offers a few
advantages. Firstly, it is compact. Oxford Nanopore’s product is the size of a mobile phone
whereas existing sequences resemble fridges and microwaves. Secondly, it is fast. Traditionally,
sequencing and analyzing human genomes takes days, but Oxford Nanopore claims that it can
reduce the process to just a few hours. More impressively, the nanopore approach can provide
a continuous read-out of genetic sequences whereas other methods only provide a result at the
end. #BIO #GBR Economist
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→ Voyager Therapeutics, a small biotech firm, recently granted Pfizer a license to use its
gene therapy technology in a deal worth up to $630M. As part of the deal, Pfizer will pay
$30M up front to use proteins known as capsids developed by Voyager. Capsids are shells that
coat viruses that deliver genetic material in gene therapy. Voyager’s technology identifies
capsids that can more effectively deliver viruses to targeted parts of the body. As a result of this
deal, shares of Voyager jumped 46%. #BIO #USA Barron’s

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ A shortage of chips for carmakers led to an August slump of car sales in Europe;
fewer car sales means drivers are hanging on to older, more polluting cars longer.
However, a quarter of cars sold in Europe last month were full electric vehicles (EVs) or plug-in
hybrids–registrations of such cars across 26 European markets outstripped diesel vehicles for
the first time. Diesel is declining as battery power advances, but EVs still have a long way to go.
Although the European Union hopes to match the pronouncements of some national
governments and ban sales of internal-combustion engine vehicles by 2035, the plan is
expected to stir up opposition in Germany and France. Carmakers in these countries argue that
they will continue to rely on the profits from cars powered by fossil fuels to fund the transition to
battery power. #GRN #CHP #DEU #FRA The Economist
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→ Cities account for nearly two-thirds of CO2 emissions that are driving global climate
change; buildings account for nearly 40% of global greenhouse gas emissions due to their high
day-to-day energy use and the carbon generated during their manufacturing and construction
process. Every building on the planet must be net-zero by 2050 to meet the Paris Agreement
targets of keeping global warming below 2 degrees Celsius. And getting to net-zero requires
abating the carbon emitted throughout the entire asset life cycle (e.g., building development,
operation, and decommissioning). This includes the following:

● Starting with the construction industry by rethinking buildings for optimal performance
while embracing zero-embodied emissions materials.

● Looking at energy retrofits of old buildings. While costly, this move could help cut energy
demand for heating and reduce or eliminate CO2 emissions by switching to renewables
or decarbonized electricity.

● Zero-carbon buildings need to be ultra-efficient. A building stock’s average energy
intensity is 150-kilowatt hours. Optimum benchmarks are about three times less.

● Buildings will also need to become fully electric. Heating electrification is much more
efficient than traditional fossil-fuel-based options, particularly when associated with
air-conditioning.

● Overall system resiliency can be increased by the creation of local, renewable energy
generation connected to modern, digitized grids.

#GRN Forbes

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
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→ A Michigan State University professor is developing a type of green motor
manufactured using 3-D printing, which eliminates waste at every step of production.
Shanelle Foster, a professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, has
been working on this research since 2009. Foster says that one way to make the manufacturing
process more environmentally friendly is to use what’s called additive manufacturing. With
additive manufacturing, motors can be made without generating the waste that comes when
materials for the motor, such as steel, are cut and the excess material is thrown away. #MFG
#GRN #USA Fox47

→ Copper is one of the newest and most promising areas of metal 3D printing for
everything from electric motors to heat sinks. Previously, it was a challenge to 3D print with
copper because of the metal’s reflectivity and high heat conductivity, but advances in printers
and materials have largely met those early challenges. Today, 3D printed copper propulsion
systems send rockets into space, 3D printed copper heat sinks keep CPUs (central processing
unit) cool, and 3D printed copper coils boost electric motor performance. Manufacturing custom
copper parts may be able to dramatically lower production costs while optimizing part
performance with 3D printing. #MFG All3DP

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Autonomous vehicle company Aurora recently partnered with FedEx to test the use of
self-driving trucks to ship goods between Houston and Dallas. Travelling a 500-mile route,
the initial stage of testing will have an operator in the truck to oversee the system. However,
Aurora plans to launch a truly driverless journey within 2 years. Aurora and FedEx’s partnership
comes at an opportune time given the current trucker shortage. Automating haul operations will
help ease the drivers shortage and make deliveries faster and more effective as autonomous
vehicles are not limited by hours of service regulations. #AUT #USA Yahoo Finance

→ Waymo and Cruise recently became the first companies to be granted California
passenger permits for driverless vehicles. California has historically been strict with
self-driving car regulations, so these permits mean that Waymo and Cruise’s systems are
relatively safe for public roads. However, the permits are limited to specific parts of California,
and restrict vehicles to a particular speed. Additionally, in order to actually charge people for
autonomous rides, the two companies must still obtain another permit from the California Public
Utilities Commission. #AUT #USA CNET

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Tesla is thriving while other automakers are struggling because of the global chip
shortage. Tesla delivered 241,300 vehicles in the third quarter, exceeding investor expectations
and up about 73% compared with the third quarter of 2020. Comparatively, General Motors
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delivered 445,997 vehicles in the third quarter, down almost 33%. There are a few reasons why
Tesla has been successful during the chip shortage. Firstly, demand for EVs around the world
has been exceptional. As such, chip makers are sending chips to EV makers as opposed to
traditional automakers because it is more profitable to do so. Secondly, Tesla has a simple,
efficient supply chain. In fact, Tesla only makes vehicles in two facilities: Fremont, CA and
Shanghai. Tesla might be having more success sourcing chips in China, where the chip
shortage has been less acute than it was before. Lastly, Tesla has also been using new chips
and rewriting software code, which has insulated it from the chip shortage. #CHP #SCRM #USA
Barron’s

→ MIT engineers have created the first
high-quality thin films of a new family of
semiconductors materials. The new family
of semiconductors, chalcogenide perovskites,
could be important applications in solar cells
and lighting. This new type of semiconductors
can be powerful because of its material, which
are ultrastable and made of inexpensive,
nontoxic elements. The thin films are made of
barium, zirconium, and sulfur in a specific crystal structure. The next priority for the MIT
engineers will be to understand the materials better and explore ways to integrate the new
semiconductors into solar cells. #CHP #USA TechXplore

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ On Tuesday, October 5th, the Biden administration held a conference focused on
quantum technologies as the U.S. government works to combat hacking threats. The
event, hosted by the White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) invited
leading companies in quantum to discuss the applications of quantum computing in
cybersecurity and its implications to national security. The invitees include Google, Amazon,
ColdQuanta, D-Wave, IonQ, QC Ware, Quantum Economic Development-Consortium, Rigetti
Computing, Vector Atomic, Zapata Boeing, Honeywell, International Business Machines, Intel,
and Northrop Grumman.The conference also aimed to increase the number of students entering
quantum and cybersecurity. #QNT #USA Quantum Daily

→ Infosys, a leading Indian software company, announced that it is working with AWS to
develop quantum computing capabilities and use cases. Infosys will use Amazon Braket, a
fully managed quantum computing service, to develop quantum applications on circuit
simulators and quantum hardware technologies. The end goal is to build use cases in quantum
computing for Infosys’ cloud offerings. Additionally, the Infosys Center for Emerging Technology
Solutions (iCETS) is using Amazon Braket to develop use cases in vehicle route optimization,
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fraud detection, and other areas. This partnership aims to help businesses experiment with
quantum and help them drive innovation. #QNT Quantum Daily

GEOPOLITICS
→ The U.S. and the EU are coordinating approaches across various technology areas
and tackling non-market policies that result in technology misuse. This comes after the
inaugural US-EU Trade and Technology Council (TTC) in September, where both parties agreed
to ensure the proper use of sensitive technologies and prevent information manipulation and
interference. The TTC also created 10 working groups to address various technological and
trade issues, including ones that will focus on technology standards, supply chain security, data
governance, etc. While China was not explicitly mentioned in the meeting, the TTC will
specifically focus on addressing non-market economic policies and practices that distort trade,
such as forced technology transfer, state-sponsored IP theft, and discrimination against foreign
companies – all practices China has continuously been chastised for. #Geopolitics #USA #EUR
#CHN ZDNet

→ The unprecedented growth of the Chinese tech industry has given China an
opportunity to displace the West in setting global technical standards and a worldwide
governance mechanism for emerging technologies. The China Standards 2035 project aims
to control the governing framework for critical technologies and subsequently put forward
Chinese proposals for the creation of new standards. A major motivator for China’s desire to
dominate the standards-setting process is the reliance developing countries have on Western
technology regulations. When China was developing its tech sector itself, it had to pay large
sums of money to get licenses from Qualcomm and Cisco. Thus, influencing the
standards-setting process will not only reduce costs for China, but also allow it to export its
standards to create a technological bloc. However, many fear that the increasingly centralized
and authoritarian CCP regime will create a restrictive technological environment. As China
continues to gain a foothold in the standards domain, the potential displacement of preexisting
standards might create a fissure in the global technology sector. #Geopolitics #CHN The
Diplomat

CYBERSECURITY
→ After multiple major cyberattacks against the private and public sectors, the Senate
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee introduced a bill to overhaul
and improve federal cybersecurity policies. Specifically, the bill makes the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) the lead organization in responding to cyberattacks,
requiring federal agencies to report major attacks to CISA and Congress. Additionally, it requires
the Office of Management and Budget to help federal agencies allocate funds for cybersecurity.
Since Congress last addressed this issue, cyber threats have become increasingly refined – this
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bill seeks to update the federal cyber infrastructure to respond to evolving attacks.
#Cybersecurity #USA The Hill

→ The U.S. Department of Energy and the National Renewable Energy Lab launched the
Clean Energy Cybersecurity Accelerator, a partnership consisting of private and public
sector expertise aimed at developing modern cybersecurity solutions for the nation’s
grid. Innovative cyber solutions are crucial to ensuring grid security, protecting energy
infrastructure, and addressing the threat of extreme weather events. The program will
encourage the development of cybersecurity technologies by creating cohorts of cybersecurity
solution providers that will share insights as they test and validate their technologies in the lab.
Strategic direction and cost-sharing will be provided by an industry-led steering committee and a
federal advisory board. #Cybersecurity #GRN #USA U.S. Department of Energy

→ TSA will be releasing new cybersecurity guidance on pipelines soon. During a keynote
address at the Billington Cybersecurity Summit this week, DHS Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas
said, “To strengthen the cybersecurity of our railroads and rail transit, TSA will issue a new
security directive this year that will cover higher-risk railroad and rail transit entities and require
them to identify a cybersecurity point person; report incidents to CISA; and put together a
contingency and recovery plan in case they become a victim of malicious cyber activity.  We are
coordinating and consulting with industry as we develop all of these plans.” #Cybersecurity
#USA DHS

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Post-pandemic aftershocks are crumbling global supply chains – congestion at ports,
factory closures, soaring freight charges, and a shortage of transport workers will likely
get worse. This supply crunch has been unprecedented – the average time it takes now for a
package to be sent from Asia to the U.S. has increased by 43% since last year; container ships
waiting on U.S. coasts could face a four-week delay before they can dock; and the EU transport
industry has a shortfall of 300,000 qualified truck drivers. The supply crunch is largely a result of
a demand surge for goods, labor, and energy as countries recover from the pandemic. But
because of this, supply chains have struggled to keep up. As the U.S. and Europe head into the
holiday season, the supply chain crisis is only expected to worsen as consumer spending and
demand further increase. #SCRM #USA #EUR VOA

→ General Motors and General Electric are looking to develop a supply chain of rare
earth minerals for electric vehicles and renewable energy equipment. The ultimate goal is
to create a North America- and Europe-based supply chain of heavy and light rare earth
minerals – crucial components for the alloys and magnets used for automotive and renewable
power generation. GM has already started – on Tuesday October 5th, it announced the
construction of a new electric vehicle battery lab in Michigan where scientists will work to cut
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costs 60% over current vehicles and allow people to travel 500 to 600 miles per charge. #SCRM
#GRN #USA Yahoo News
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